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as of April 3, 2024
UCCA continues to provide critical help for frontline units... and they continue finding creative ways to thank us for our support.
UCCA maintains its support for Ukraine’s Pilots—this month we purchased and distributed vital GPS watches.
Thanks to UCCA’s support, a brigade in eastern Ukraine will have a new vehicle for transport!
HUMANITARIAN AID UPDATE:

UCCA purchased, sorted & packed boxes upon boxes filled with vitamins, adult diapers, hygiene products and food...
...then readied carloads filled with this humanitarian aid...
... to distribute it to various facilities in the Kyiv area housing elderly IDPs.
Thanks to donors like you, in addition to providing critically-needed non-lethal military assistance, UCCA is also able to distribute boxes of food and goodies to help lift the spirits of our freedom fighters.
These boxes of UCCA-packed humanitarian aid & goodies reach the men and women on the frontlines.
#SupportUkraine

For over 2 years, UCCA has been procuring and delivering humanitarian & medical aid and non-lethal military assistance worth over $41 million to help alleviate the challenges Ukraine continues to face due to Russia’s unprovoked genocidal war.

UCCA would like to sincerely thank all our financial supporters and in-kind contributors and hopes it can count on your continued generous support!

Please know that 100% of your donation to #SupportUkraine goes directly to assist those defending democracy.